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1. Introduction

This manual is designed to assist LiveRiot app user to use LiveRiot app to share videos to social network systems.

1.1 System Overview

LiveRiot web-site: http://www.liveriot.net
LiveRiot aims to empower musicians and fans with technology to create an interactive live music documentations.
LiveRiot social network enhancement is aimed to share LiveRiot videos to mainstream social network systems.

1.2 System Requirements
1.2.1 Hardware Requirements

Device: iPhone

1.2.2 Software Requirements

Operating System: iOS6 or above.

1.2.3 Other Requirements

LiveRiot video web page has customized Twitter and Facebook metadata tags.

2. Installation Procedures

The system needs to be installed in client's iPhone.

3. Operational Procedures

In order for the user to share LiveRiot videos to other social network systems, LiveRiot app should link to other mainstream social network systems(SNS) such as, e.g. Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr.
User can log in these mainstream SNS in LiveRiot app's setting panel or logging in the iOS built-in social network systems. Alternatively, user can install these SNS's iOS app from App Store and log in these mainstream SNS. After watching LiveRiot video, user can share the video to Facebook, Twitter and Tumblr.
3.1 Video Time Line

User can click video tab to view the video timeline.

3.1.1 View Video Timeline

In the video tab, user can click each video to go to the display video page. In the display video page, user can display video and see other friends who have watched the video. Figure 1 is the video timeline page. Figure 2 is display video page.

3.1.2 Share video

In display video page, user can click the share button at top-right of the page to share video to other mainstream SNS. User can choose to share videos to Facebook, Twitter, Tumblr or LiveRiot Friends. Figure 3 is the share video panel.
3.2 Facebook

User can use LiveRiot app to log in Facebook and share LiveRiot video links to Facebook.

3.2.1 Login

User can log in Facebook via the LiveRiot app in three ways.
- User can log in Facebook in setting panel.
- User can log in Facebook via iOS built-in Facebook
- User can log in Facebook via Facebook app

Figure 4 is the setting panel before use log in Facebook. Figure 5 is the Facebook login view. Figure 6 is LiveRiot authorize page. Figure 7 is the setting panel after user successfully logging in Facebook. Figure 8 is action bar to disconnect from Facebook.
After user logged in Facebook successfully, LiveRiot app needs to be authorized to access user's Facebook account. User can click the authorize to approve authorization. And user's Facebook account will be displayed on Facebook table cell. Figure is user authorize LiveRiot view. Figure is the setting panel after user logged in Facebook.

After user logged in Facebook, user can click the Facebook table cell to disconnect Facebook. Figure is disconnect Facebook view.
3.2.2 Share video

After user logged in Facebook, user can share video links to Facebook. User can view video preview and video descriptions on Facebook. Figure 9 is share to Facebook view.
3.3 Twitter

User can use LiveRiot app to log in Twitter and share LiveRiot video to Twitter.

3.3.1 Login

User can log in Twitter via LiveRiot app in two ways.

- User can log in Twitter in setting panel.
- User can log in Twitter via iOS built-in Twitter

User can log in Twitter in LiveRiot setting panel. Figure 10 is the setting panel before user log in. Figure 11 is Twitter login view.

![Figure 10 setting panel before Twitter login](image1)
![Figure 11 Twitter login view](image2)

After user successfully logged in Twitter on setting panel, user's Twitter account will be displayed on Twitter table cell. User can also click the Twitter table cell to disconnect Twitter. Figure 12 is the setting panel after user log in successfully. Figure 13 is the action bar for user to disconnect with Twitter.
If user want to log in Twitter after disconnecting Twitter, user need to authorize LiveRiot app. User can also sign out the current Twitter account on this page. Figure 14 is Twitter authorize and sign out page.
3.3.2 Share video

User can share LiveRiot video to Twitter. Twitter Player Card can process LiveRiot video links in tweet and display LiveRiot video inline automatically. If user has logged in Twitter in the setting panel, user can share video to Twitter; if user has logged in the iOS system built-in Twitter, user can share video using tweet sheet. Figure 15 is share video to Twitter view. Figure 16 is share video to Twitter using tweet sheet view.

If tweet is posted successfully, an alert window will pop out and user can view the posted tweet in Twitter. Figure 17 is Tweet Posted success view. Figure 18 is the posted tweet.
3.4 Tumblr

User can log in Tumblr in setting panel and share video to Tumblr.

3.4.1 Login

User can log in Tumblr via LiveRiot app in two ways.

- User can log in Tumblr in setting panel.
- User can log in Tumblr app.

User can log in Tumblr in setting panel. Figure 19 is the setting panel before user log in Tumblr. Figure 20 is Tumblr login page.
Figure 19 Setting panel before user login Tumblr

After user logged in Tumblr, user can click the Tumblr table cell to disconnect Tumblr. If user want to connect Tumblr after disconnecting, user needs to authorize LiveRiot app to be able to access user's Tumblr account. Figure 21 is disconnect Tumblr view. Figure 22 is authorize LiveRiot view.

Figure 20 Tumblr login page

Figure 21 disconnect Tumblr view

Figure 22 authorize LiveRiot view
### 3.4.2 Share video

User can share video to Tumblr. Figure 23 is share video to Tumblr view. Figure 24 blog posted success view.

![Figure 23 share video links to Tumblr view](image1)

![Figure 24 posted success view](image2)

User can view posted blog on Tumblr. Figure 25 is the blog posted on Tumblr.

![Figure 25 Tumblr blog view](image3)
3.5 Share to Friends

User can share video to LiveRiot friends. User can first select friends to share videos to. After user selected friends, user can click the Next button. User can write video description and click Post to share to selected friends. Figure 26 select friends view. Figure 27 share video to friends view.

4. Troubleshooting

Try the following when sharing video to other SNS encounters an error:

- Make sure the user name and password is correct

4.1 Frequently Asked questions

Currently, the system has no FAQ, not including those that may be issued when the system is published in App Store.

4.2 Error Codes and Messages

- The **404** or **Not Found** - error message is a HTTP standard response code indicating that the client was able to communicate with the server, but the server could not find what was requested.
4.3 Note

The Twitter Player Card is pending to be approved by Twitter so that user cannot view LiveRiot video inline for now.